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About This Game
Solve complex puzzles, explore hidden temples, escape deadly platforms and revel in the joy of flight as you restore the
Musiki's stolen rhythms!
Inspired by tribal 5d3b920ae0
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit
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In a word: Beautiful. Visually, the graphics on display here are smooth, stylized, and *fantastic* in every sense of the word. It
seems like whoever was in charge of the art direction paid attention to what works visually on current gen VR headsets, and
used every VR-graphics-ehnacing technique in the book. I'd compare the visuals to how Valve's "The Lab" looks in how crip
and clear everything is. The opening of the game (being carried by a giant) was pretty cool, but I feel like the real 'wow' factor
kicked in around the 3rd or 4th stage (didn't take long to get there -the first few puzzles are pretty simple warmups), where the
impressive scale of the city-sized temple enviornments *really* starts to kick it up a couple notches. I picked this game up for
the graphics (I'd heard this game compared to 'Journey' for the PS4 visually and enviornments-wise, and after playing it for
myself, I'd solidly agree), but the puzzles I've encountered so far have been surpringly engaging, regularly introducing new
mechanics, and becoming increasingly challenging. The music also deserves a mention - what they've got going on here goes
*great* with the breathtaking vistas, enahcing the atmosphere in a cohesive way that I seems to be *really* rare in this early
stage of VR gaming. *Highly* recommended.. Rangi is a large scale puzzle game with great music and sound fx. The puzzles
arent so difficult but they are very big which is what you want in VR.. This is really a fantastic title! I have 1.4 hours in so far
and have to say I am totally getting my 10 bucks worth! it has a very stylized, simplistic, charming art style that really just lets
you enjoy the game without having to pick part how detailed the art is. I just love the music so much! the environments are big
so the puzzles can span many different rooms and though they aren't the most difficult in the world they can prove a little
challenging and fun to solve. the platforming part is really fun! you just teleport from place to plavce in this game but the way
the devs incorporated it, the locomotion is basically part of the whole puzzle so that makes it pretty great and also makes for
some fun and anxoiusness waiting for the next spot to be open or free before you get smashed! So yes this really kind of a
surprise and should def be played if you feel like some relaxing medium challange puzzle solveing, fun VR world to play
through and some groovy music. If you are looking for hard puzzles, this won't be your thing. Try Obduction or Phantasma if
you really want to cramp your brain muscle.. Beautiful art, wonderful music and logical puzzles that are not frustrating.. Rangi is
a large scale puzzle game with great music and sound fx. The puzzles arent so difficult but they are very big which is what you
want in VR.
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